Unit 1: Math & measurement Unit Notes
Ms. Randall
Unit Objectives:
o Convert between units of measurements
o Differentiate between accuracy and precision
o Write numbers in scientific notation
o State rules to determine significant figures
o Count significant figures
o Understand the importance of significant figures
o Calculate the volume and density of an object
o Locate density of elements on the reference table
o Graph data
o Use the Scientific method to solve problems
Focus Questions for the Unit:
 How can matter be measured?
 Why do scientists need to make measurements?

Define the following vocabulary:
 S.I. unit
 Meter
 Liter
 Gram
 Mass
 Weight
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Precision
Accuracy
Volume
Density
Significant Figures
Scientific Notation

Lesson 1: Chapter Diary 1
Objective: To summarize the basic math skills required for chemistry
Read the pages linked below and answer the questions in your workbook
Link: Chapter Dairy 1 math & measurement
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Lesson 2: Safety Rules
Objective: To identify and describe how to avoid safety hazards in the chemistry classroom.
1. Report all accidents regardless of how minor to your teacher.
2. Work in the lab only when the teacher is present or when you have permission to do so.
3. Never indulge in horseplay or behavior that could lead to injury of others.
4. Before beginning work in lab, clean the lab bench top and your glassware.
5. Use goggles and lab aprons when instructed to do so.
6. Due to the dangers of broken glass and corrosive liquid spills in the lab, open sandals or bare
feet are not permitted in the lab.
7. Learn the location and proper usage of the eyewash fountain, fire extinguisher, safety
shower, fire alarm box, office intercom button, evacuation routes, clean-up brush and dust pan,
glass/chemical disposal can.
8. For minor skin burns, immediately plunge the burned area into cold water and notify the
teacher.
9. If you get any chemical in your eye, immediately wash the eye with the eye-wash fountain
and notify the teacher.
10. Never look directly into a test tube. View the contents from the side.
11. Never smell a material in a test tube or flask directly. Instead, with your hand, "waft" some
of the fumes to your nose carefully.
12. Immediately notify the teacher of any chemical spill and clean up the spill as directed.
13. Never take chemical stock bottles to the lab benches.
14. Use equipment only as directed:
a. never place chemicals directly on the pan balances. Use weigh boats or weigh paper.
b. be cautious of glassware that has been heated.
c. point test tubes that are being heated away from you and others.
15. Never taste any material in the lab. Food, drink and gum are prohibited in lab.
16. Never add water to concentrated acid solutions. The heat generated may cause spattering.
Instead, as you stir, add the acid slowly to water.
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17. Read the label on chemical bottles at least twice before using the chemical. Many chemicals
have names that are easily confused.
18. Return all lab materials and equipment to their proper places after use.
19. Upon completion of work, wash and dry all equipment, your lab bench and your clean-up
area.
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Lesson 3:

Fundamentals of Measurement

Objective: To apply the rules of significant figures to represent precise measurements
Chemistry, and in fact all science, involves mathematical calculations. We need to be able to
measure quantitatively (use numbers) as well as observe qualitatively.

Qualitative Data





Quantitative Data




Deals with descriptions.
Data can be observed but not measured.
Colors, textures, smells, tastes, appearance,
beauty, etc.
Qualitative → Quality



Deals with numbers.
Data which can be measured.
Length, height, area, volume, weight, speed,
time, temperature, humidity, sound levels, cost,
members, ages, etc.
Quantitative → Quantity

Quantitative Measurements in Chemistry:
1. Volume-the amount of space matter (an object) takes up
Metric base units of volume are: liters
2. Mass- the amount of matter an object contains (different than weight, which is mass +
gravity… more on this in physics!)
Metric base units of mass are: grams
3. For quantitative measurements, we need to know the difference between accurate
measurements and precise measurements.
Video Watch this!!! Accuracy & Precision
Accuracy: How close is a measurement to the true value?
Precision: How reproducible is a measurement?
Dart board example:
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Example: Cheryl, Cynthia, Carmen, and Casey shot the targets above at camp. Match each target
with the proper description (assume bulls eye is the desired result)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Accurate and precise_________
Accurate but not precise____________
Precise but not accurate_____________
Neither precise nor accurate_____________

(Answer: Carmen, Cynthia, Casie, Cheryl)

We can compensate for lack of precision by making many measurements or by using better
equipment. You can improve accuracy by fixing the equipment you are using or correcting
errors in use. When considering precision of a measurement, it is important to consider
significant figures. Significant Figures in a measurement include all the digits that can be
known precisely plus a last digit that can be estimated.

Significant Figures Rules
There are three rules on determining how many significant figures are in a number:
1. Non-zero digits are always significant.
2. Any zeros between two significant digits are significant.
3. A final zero or trailing zeros in the decimal portion ONLY are significant.
Rule 1: Non-zero digits are always significant.
If you measure something and the device you use (ruler, thermometer, triple-beam balance,
etc.) returns a number to you, then you have made a measurement decision and that ACT of
measuring gives significance to that particular numeral (or digit) in the overall value you
obtain.
Hence a number like 26.38 would have four significant figures and 7.94 would have
three.
Rule 2: Any zeros between two significant digits are significant.
Suppose you had a number like 406. By the first rule, the 4 and the 6 are significant.
However, to make a measurement decision on the 4 (in the hundred's place) and the 6 (in
the unit's place), you HAD to have made a decision on the ten's place. The measurement
scale for this number would have hundreds and tens marked with an estimation made in the
unit's place. Like this:
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These are sometimes called "captured zeros."
Rule 3: A final zero or trailing zeros in the decimal portion ONLY are significant.
This rule causes the most difficulty with students. Here are two examples of this rule with the
zeros this rule affects in boldface:
4. 0.00500
5. 0.03040
Here are two more examples where the significant zeros are in boldface:
6. 2.30 x 10-5
7. 4.500 x 1012
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Lesson 4: Calculations Using Sig Figs
Objective: To apply sig figs rules to mathematical calculations
What do Significant Figures Mean?
Precision is shown by significant figures.
For example, measuring 5.14 mL is more precise than measuring 5.1 mL, which is more precise
than measuring 5 mL.
In the lab you could measure the same quantity of liquid, using different graduated cylinders.
5.14 has 3 sig figs
most precise
5.1 has 2 sig figs
5 has 1 sig fig
least precise
When massing matter, you could use a balance that will give you a mass of 19.6 grams, or a
more expensive balance that will give you 19.58g. A very expensive balance could give you
19.582g.
NOTE: The last number in any measurement is always estimated. On an analytical
balance, which measures to 3 decimal places, the last number will often fluctuate because of the
balance’s sensitivity to air flow. In any case, the last digit is an estimate.
**A calculation using measured values gives an answer with the number of sig figs equal to the
lowest number of measured sig figs.**
NOTE: Definitions do not have significant figure!
For example, 100cm = 1m (this is not 1 sig fig)
So:

1.02 cm x 2.3 cm = 2.3 cm2, even though your calculator says 2.3460. That’s because the
precision of your answer is determined by the least precise measurement.

To calculate density, you divide mass by volume. If you measure the mass very precisely, but
measure the volume less precisely, your answer will depend on the significant figures of the
volume measurement.
So:

A sample has a mass of 19.587 g and a volume of 3.2 cm3. Its density is 6.1g/cm3, even
though your calculator says 6.1209.

AN ANALOGY: Consider the weakest link in a chain. The chain’s strength is dependent on
that weakest link. The chain can only be made stronger by strengthening that link. Likewise, the
lowest precision measurement is the “weakest link” in an experiment.
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Rules for Using Sig Figs in Calculations

Operation

Rule

Multiplication/Division

Perform operation as normal
& express answer in least # sig
figs that were given to you

Addition/Subtraction

Line decimal points up; round
final answer to lowest decimal
place (least accurate) value
given

Examples
12.257 x 1.162 = 14.242634
14.24

3.95
2.879
+ 213.6____
220.429
220.4

Additional Notes:


Sometimes a whole number in a calculation can be considered to have an unlimited
number of significant digits ... which means essentially that you ignore it.
For example, if an object's mass is 2.5 kg (two significant digits), and you have seven of
them, the calculation for total mass would look like this:
7 x 2.5 = 17.5 kg = 18 kg (rounded to two significant digits to match the 2.5).
The number 7's significant digits are ignored.



When doing multi-step calculations, keep at least one more significant digit in
intermediate results than you will need in your final answer.
For example, if a final answer requires two significant digits, then carry at least three
significant digits in intermediate calculations. If you round-off all your intermediate
answers to only two digits, you are discarding the information contained in the third
digit, and as a result the second digit in your final answer might be incorrect. (This is
known as 'round-off error')
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Lesson 5: Scientific Notation
Objective: To convert large and small numbers into scientific notation
Scientific Notation is used for expressing very large or small numbers easily. It is also necessary
to convert some numbers to scientific notation in order to have the correct number of
significant figures. All numbers, regardless of magnitude, can be expressed in the form:
N x 10n where



N is a number, either an integer or decimal, between 1 and 10.
n is a positive or negative integer.

When written in this form there must be one digit, and only one digit to the left of the decimal
point in the number N.
Example: Standard notation 1,230,000:

Scientific notation 1.23x106

Positive exponents
Example: 36,600
1. a number greater than 1:
exponent of 10 is a positive whole number
2. value of the exponent:
number of places the decimal point must be moved so that the notation is in
standard form
3. 36,600 x 100
For each place the decimal point is moved to the left, add 1 to the original exponent
3.66 x 104
Negative exponents
Example: 0.00563
1. a number less than 1:
exponent of 10 is a positive whole number
2. value of the exponent:
number of places the decimal point must be moved so that the notation is in
standard form
3. 0.00563 x 100
For each place the decimal point is moved to the right, subtract 1 from the original
exponent 5.63 x 10-3
Scientific notation: Multiplication
When multiplying numbers written in exponential notation:
1. Multiply digit terms in the normal fashion.
2. Obtain the exponent in the product by adding the exponents of the factors multiplied.
3. If necessary, adjust the exponent to leave just one digit to the left of the decimal point.
(1.25x105) x (4.0x10-2) = (1.25x4.0) x 105+(-2) = 5.0x103
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Scientific notation: Division
When dividing numbers written in exponential notation:
1. Divide the digit terms in the normal fashion.
2. Obtain the exponent in the quotient by subtracting the exponent of the divisor from the
exponent of the dividend.
3. If necessary, adjust the exponent to leave just one digit to the left of the decimal point.
(7.5x106) / (3.0x10-2) = (7.5/3.0) x 106-(-2) = 2.5x108
dividend divisor

NOTE: If you need to plug these values into your calculator at any time, follow these steps:
Make sure that the number in scientific notation is put into your calculator correctly.
Read the directions for your particular calculator. For inexpensive scientific calculators:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Punch the number (the digit number) into your calculator.
Push the EE or EXP button. Do NOT use the “x” (times) button!!
Enter the exponent number. Use the +/- button to change its sign.
Voila! Treat this number normally in all subsequent calculations.

To check yourself, multiply 6.0 x 105 times 4.0 x 103 on your calculator.
Your answer should be 2.4 x 109.
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Lesson 6: Temperature Conversions
Objective: To differentiate between temperature scales. To convert between temperature in Kelvin and
Celcius.
Temperature Conversions
Temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy of the particles in an object.
Adding energy (heat) to an object increases the kinetic energy of the particles which is
observed as an increase in temperature.
When an object loses energy, kinetic energy of the particles decreases and is observed as a
decrease in temperature. Several temperature scales are used in Chemistry and can be
found on reference table A:



Kelvin Scale based on the kelvin unit (K), the SI unit of temperature.
Celsius Scale based on degrees Celsius (oC)



The Celsius scale divides the range into
100 degrees—0oC to 100oC
The Kelvin scale is divided into a range
of 273K to 373K (the same scale as Celsius)



Temperature Conversions
Fill in the formula as found in Table T of your Reference Tables on your chart
Example: What is the temperature in Kelvin of an object that is 55 o C ?

K= 273 + o C
= 273 + 55 o C =328K
Example: What is the temperature in Celsius of an object that is 150 K?

K= 273 + o C therefore o C =K – 273
150 K – 273= - 123 o C
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Lesson 7

Metric conversions

Objective: To convert between units of measurement within the metric system using the
reference table
Designed during the French Revolution of the 1790's, the metric system brought order out of the
conflicting and confusing traditional systems of weights and measures then being used in Europe. Prior
to the introduction of the metric system, it was common for units of length, land area, and weight to
vary, not just from one country to another but from one region to another within the same country. As
the modern nations were gradually assembled from smaller kingdoms and principalities, confusion
simply multiplied. Merchants, scientists, and educated people throughout Europe realized that a
uniform system was needed, but it was only in the climate of a complete political upheaval that such a
radical change could actually be considered. In Chemistry we measure matter using SI units. This is an
abbreviation for System International. The Metric System of measurement is based on multiples of 10.
Prefixes are used to indicate what multiple of 10 the base unit is being multiplied by.

SI BASE UNITS (AKA Base Units: **If you forget, use Table D in your Reference Tables!

SI Metric Prefixes Conversion Factors – a mathematical expression that relates two units that
measure the same type of quantity
Examples:

1 min = 60 sec

1000 g = 1 kg

1 L = 1000 mL

Methods for conversions:
Staircase method instructions-Look at the prefix you have and count how many steps you need
to get to the prefix you want. Then move the decimal that many steps and in the same direction
to convert the number to the new unit.

Base Unit 100
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Example: Convert 52 mm to km




starting at milli- it is 6 steps up the staircase to get to kilo
move the decimal six places to the left
so 52 becomes 0.000052km

Using TABLE C in your reference table you can the same simple metric conversions as above without
having to memorize anything. The table acts like the staircase.

Example: In the word kilometer, the root
word (base unit) is “meter” and the prefix is
“kilo.” Kilo means multiply the root word by
1000. Therefore, one kilometer is 1000
meters (1 km = 1000 m).

1. Locate the prefix assigned to the measurement unit that you are starting with and then find the
prefix that you want to convert to.
2.

Count the number difference between the factors and then move your decimal that many
places. Notice that a number of “stairs” are missing. Pretend they are there when you count.
Don’t forget that the base unit is understood to be present but is not listed!

Base Unit 100

Move decimal left

Move decimal right



•

Example:
The factor for centi is -2 and the factor for milli is -3.
The difference between the two is “1 step”. Since you are moving down the chart you move the
decimal one place to the right.
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*Rest Assured! For the Regents, the most you will have to convert will be between the milli-/kilo-/base unit
(g, L, etc.). This is always a matter of 3 or 6 decimal places. You must also make sure you move the decimal
the correct direction (right or left, which depends on whether you are converting from small to big or vice
versa).

+
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Lesson 8:

Dimensional Analysis

Objective: To apply dimensional analysis to conversion problems
What is Dimensional Analysis
Often you will be required to solve a problem with mixed units, or to convert from one set of
units to another. Dimensional analysis is a simple method to accomplish this task.
Why Dimensional Analysis????
On September 23, 1999, NASA’s $125 million Mars Climate Orbiter approached the red planet
under guidance from a team of flight controllers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The probe
was one of several planned for Mars exploration, and would stay in orbit around the planet as
the first extraterrestrial weather satellite. It had been in flight for over nine months, covering
more than 415 million miles of empty space on its way to Mars. As the Orbiter reached its final
destination, the flight controllers began to realize that something was wrong. They had
planned for the probe to reach an orbit approximately 180 km off the surface of Mars – well
beyond the planet’s thin atmosphere. But new calculations based on the current flight
trajectory showed the Orbiter skimming within 60 km of the Martian surface. Now the probe
would actually enter the planet’s thin atmosphere, something for which it was never designed.
The consequences were catastrophic: when the scientists and engineers commanding the
probe lost communication, they could only assume that the spacecraft was incinerated by the
friction from an atmospheric entry that it was never supposed to make.
What caused this disaster? The problem arose in part from a simple, seemingly innocent,
mistake. Throughout the journey from Earth, solar winds pushed against the solar panels of
the probe, throwing the spacecraft off course by a small amount. The designers had planned
for this, and jet thrusters were turned on by the flight controllers to apply a force, making
numerous small corrections to readjust its course. Unfortunately, the NASA engineers
measured this force in pounds (a non-metric unit), while the JPL team worked in Newtons (a
metric unit), and the software that calculated how long the thrusters should be fired did not
make the proper conversion. Since 1 pound = 4.45 Newtons, 4.45 times too much thrust was
applied each time the thrusters were used. While each individual adjustment mistake was very
small, this mistake grew larger and larger over multiple adjustments, resulting in the craft’s
premature demise in the Martian atmosphere.
The Orbiter loss illustrates the need for consistent use of units. Most people, however, are
most comfortable working in whatever units they grew up using. As a result, unit consistency
may not be possible within or between teams around the world. Ideally, people should be
comfortable with a variety of ways of converting units in order to allow for collaboration
among individuals from a variety of backgrounds.
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While most people are not controlling NASA space probes, unit conversion is something that
happens every day, in all walks of life. Even such a simple problem as figuring out that two
dozen eggs equals 24 eggs is, at its heart, a unit conversion problem. Whether you realize it or
not, when you do this problem in your head, you’re figuring it out like this:

Read through the chart that models the process below.
MODEL: Convert 6.0 cm to km
Steps
1. Write the term to be converted
(include both the number and the unit)

6.0cm

2. Write the conversion formula (see
Ref Tables)

100000cm=1km

3. Make a fraction of the conversion
formula such that the denominator
units are the same as the units from
step 1 and the numerator contains the
units you want to convert to.

1km
100000cm

4. Multiply the term in step 1 by the
fraction in step 3.

6.0cm X 1km =
100000cm

5. Cancel out “like” units

6.0cm X 1km =
100000cm

6. Solve (everything on top of fraction
is multiplied and divided by everything
on bottom)

.00006km
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Lesson 9: Scientific Method:
Objective: To apply the steps of the scientific method to problem solving
You got a problem? YOU GOT A PROBLEM???? Then solve it, using the Scientific Method! It is a
logical sequence of steps designed specifically to solve problems!
Watch the following video tutorial!

Scientific Method

The scientific method is a way to ask and answer scientific questions by making observations
and doing experiments.
The steps of the scientific method are to:
 Ask a Question
 Do Background Research
 Construct a Hypothesis
 Test Your Hypothesis by Doing an Experiment
 Analyze Your Data and Draw a Conclusion
 Communicate Your Results
Who uses the Scientific method?





Pharmaceutical companies apply the scientific method in determining what the best
medications for a condition are, and what the best dosage is.
Automotive mechanics use the scientific method to diagnose and repair car problems.
Computer technicians use the scientific method to diagnose and repair computer
problems.
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Doctors use the scientific method to diagnose and heal illnesses or injuries.
Politicians use the scientific method to craft their election campaigns.
Arson investigators use the scientific method to determine the cause of fires and
determine their point of origin.
Forensic investigators use the scientific method to determine the nature and
perpetrators of crime.
Business executives use the scientific method to analyze profit reports and create new
business plans.

Definitions:
Data/Observations Information gathered in an experiment or before an experiment begins. It
must be reliable. Be aware of the difference between observations and interpretations.
A Hypothesis is a prediction about the outcome of a cause and effect relationship.
Conclusions are interpretation of a set of information (“what it means”)
Experiment a way of testing a hypothesis in order to gather reliable information. Here are some
ways to get reliable information:
- Eliminate all uncontrolled variables (see below)
- Make sure your hypothesis is falsifiable (could be proven wrong)
- Make sure that the experiment always gives the same results (“repeatability”)
- If there are unavoidable variables (such as testing people), use a large sample.
Independent Variable: is a variable in an experiment that you choose or apply. For example, if
you wanted to test how far different kinds of balls (baseballs, tennis balls, golf balls, etc) will go
when you hit them with a bat, the independent variable is the type of ball, because you choose
what kind of ball you are going to use. It is the treatment or “cause.”
Dependent Variable: is a variable that changes as a result of your deliberate changes to the
independent variable. In the example with hitting balls, the dependent variable is how far the
balls go, because how far it goes is a result of, or depends on, what kind of ball you use.
Control group: is a variable that has been kept constant in different trials of the experiment. In
the baseball bat experiment, you would want to use the same exact bat and swing just as hard
every time, for example
Experimental Errors: errors in an experiment’s data caused by uncontrolled variables.
Law: a concise statement that summarizes the results of many experiments. It explains what
happens, not why.
Theory: an explanation for why things happen in a certain way, backed up by numerous
experiments. (In science, “theory” doesn’t merely mean “an idea”.)
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Lesson 10: Graphing
Objective: To create a visual representation of data through a graph
Changing one thing in an experiment (independent variable) will often cause something else to
change (dependent variable).
For example, measuring reaction rate as temperature is increased by applying heat:
Temperature is the independent variable, reaction rate is dependent variable.
This information can be represented in graphic form to give the scientist a way to quickly see
trends or patterns in the relationship between the variables.
Graphs should contain the following features:
1) X and Y axes with the independent variable in the X axis (with units) and the dependent
variable on the Y axis (with units).
2) A numerical scale representing uniform increases in each variable.
3) A title: (Dependent Variable) vs. (Independent Variable) – for the example , above, this would
be “Reaction Rate vs. Temperature”.
4) Data points, circled with “point protectors”. These circles serve two purposes: to make the
point more visible and to represent the margin of error associated with estimated digits.
5) A line either connecting the data points or in a curve of best fit between the points.
Interpolation and Extrapolation: When data is graphed and a line drawn, one can make
estimations about information that is either between data points or outside the range of the
data points.
1) Reading between the data points to get information is called INTERPOLATION.
2) Extending your graph line and reading outside your data range is called EXTRAPOLATION.
When you do either, you must keep the rules of precision in mind. If your graph reads to the
nearest tenths, the estimated interpolation or extrapolation must be read to the nearest
hundredth.

Best Fit Line (Average Line): Notice how the line of best fit gives approximately the same
number of data points above and below it, while maintaining a good idea of the slope of the
data? Use a ruler and a pencil to create this line of best fit. GRAPHS SHOULD ALWAYS BE DONE
WITH A PENCIL AND A RULER.
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Relationships: Graphs show relationships between the dependent and the independent
variable. This can be used to make predictions about behavior of physical and chemical
phenomena. Direct Relationship: As the independent variable is increased, the dependent
variable also increases. Indirect (Inverse) Relationship: As the independent variable is increased,
the dependent variable decreases.

“As the temperature is increased on a solution of salt dissolved in water, the solubility of the
salt increases.” This is a DIRECT relationship. “As the pressure on a sample of confined gas is
increased, its volume will decrease.” This is an INDIRECT relationship.
A good graph should have:
1) Labeled Axes: dependent on the Y axis, independent on the X axis, both with appropriate
units
2) Title: Dependent Variable vs. Independent Variable
3) Data Points: with point protectors around them
4) Best Fit Line: showing the average slope of the linear data
5) Scaled: regular interval spacing for the scales on both axes
6) Size: The data should take up more than a quarter of the graph paper itself. The larger the
graph, the easier it is to interpolate and extrapolate from
If you are not told to draw a best fit line, then connecting the data points individually is the
way to go.
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Lesson 11 : Measuring Matter
Objective: To calculate density as a property of matter
1. Mass vs. Weight

MASS
How much MATTER
something has

Directly
proportional: as
mass increases,
weight increases

WEIGHT
Depends on gravity
(force pulling object
toward earth, moon,
or other planet)

*We really only work with MASS in chemistry class!
** We have the same MASS whether we are on earth or on the moon. The different
forces of gravity on each cause us to weigh more on earth than on the moon though
(this is why we float on the moon!)
2. Volume - amount of SPACE an object takes up
 Techniques:
a. Liquids  use graduated cylinder
Reading a graduated cylinder:
► Measurements are read from the bottom of the MENISCUS
b. Regular Solids  measure dimensions and use l x w x h formula
***you need to MEMORIZE:
3
1 cubic cm (1cm x 1cm x 1cm ) = 1 cm = 1 milliLiter (mL)
c. Irregular Solids  Displacement method
Intial volume-final volume= volume of object
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MENISCUS

3. Density: amount of mass in a given volume (space); ratio of mass to volume.
Fill in the formula for Density as found in Table T of your Reference Tables on your note
packet
Example: What is the density of an object with a mass of 60 g and a volume of 2 cm3?
D=M/V
D=60g/2 cm3
D=30g/cm3
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Lesson 12: Percent Error
Objective: To apply a formula to determine experimental error
What is experimental error? It’s the process of screwing stuff up in the lab. It’s all about
accuracy. In my experience, there are three main ways that experiments are screwed up in the
lab:
1. Human error: You screwed up! Directions were not followed correctly (ie – used the
wrong amount of chemicals, mixed chemicals together in the wrong order) or values
were miscalculated.
2. Procedural error: Before you are offended that your teacher thinks you would screw up
in the lab, please understand that it’s impossible not to make mistakes in the laboratory.
These mistakes can range from splashing chemicals while pouring them together,
leaving residue on the inside of glassware, and any number of procedural errors. It’s
impossible not to make any errors, making it inevitable that percent error values are
almost never 0%. Most of the reported sources of error in your written lab abstracts
should be procedural error.
3. Instrumentation error: The black box screwed up! Modern technology has given us a
wide variety of machines that give us data in magical and mysterious ways. Take an
electronic balance, for example: Place an object on the pan and the mass magically
shows up on the screen. Unfortunately, it’s hard to tell when these machines are
mistaken, making them a possible source of error. You may, however, be unhappy to
find that most instruments work reliably, making this sort of error unlikely, but not
impossible.
4. Unknown error: Something screwed up! Was atmospheric humidity the culprit? Was
there a mini-earthquake that threw off the data? Probably not – most unknown errors
are just human or procedural errors that we can’t even imagine we made in the first
place. No matter what the source, you should be made aware that error is inevitable, no
matter how carefully an experiment is performed. This may make you feel better if you
do something wrong in an experiment.
We can calculate experimental error using the Percent error formula. This is a measure of accuracy!
Percent error is defined as the Measurement of the % that the measured value is “off” from
accepted value
Measured value = value you “get”
Accepted value = value you “should get”
Write the formula for Percent error as found in Table T of your Reference Tables in your
notepacket
If value is negative, your measured value is LESS THAN the accepted value
If value is positive, your measured value is GREATER THAN the accepted value
*It is very important that you put the given values into the proper place in the formula!
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